PRESS RELEASE
London, July 26, 2018

Orbium’s Ian Woodhouse wins prestigious award at
the Goodacre Systems in The City Financial
Technology Awards
Orbium’s Head of Strategy and Change, Ian Woodhouse has
been awarded the Client Consultancy honour at the annual
Systems in The City Awards presentation which took place at
Merchant Taylor’s Hall, London.

Ian’s impressive work on Orbium’s recent Wealth Management C-Level Survey and his wider influence on the
private banking and wealth management industry was recognised by an independent panel of judges made up of
industry experts and champions.
Accepting the award on behalf of Ian, Orbium’s UK Head of Management Consultancy Services Alistair Shipp said:
“Ian and Orbium are extremely pleased to win this award over some very strong and established competition. It is
a testament to Orbium’s ever growing presence in the market and our ability to deliver key business and
technology initiatives. It is also recognition of our increasing contribution to business and technology
transformation. Ian’s recent work on the C-Level survey has given us even further insight into an ever-changing
industry and is emblematic of the tireless work and dedication he puts into supporting the industry.”
The Systems in the City Financial Technology Awards are the leading endorsement for suppliers of services and
systems to the regulated financial services sector.
Awards organiser Goodacre commented: ‘The Systems in the City Financial Technology Awards are an opportunity
for industry system suppliers to be acknowledged and celebrated for their ongoing dedication to both the quality
of their product, as well as their service. Featured organisations are those who are pushing the industry forward
and driving essential innovation. Through direct client reviews and systems analysis, we isolate those
organisations and individuals whose achievements stand out as examples of exceptional contribution. The Client
Consultancy award highlights Ian’s outstanding dedication to his clients and - in particular - his ability to
understand their mission and provide critical, on-going advice and support.’
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Orbium helps banks and wealth managers realise their strategy and execution
priorities. Widely recognised for exceptional commitment, the firm helps clients to
realise revenue growth and efficiency gains through innovation and
industrialisation. By effectively blending business and technology consulting with
software products and strong partnerships, Orbium enables clients to focus on
what matters most: their own success.
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